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Abstract: In this paper, the activity life, electrical and mechanical characters of activity 
maturing silicone elastic composite covers just as maturing marvels of these composite 
covers brought about by normal multifactor were explored and dissected dependent on 
surface physical characters assessment of the silicone elastic composite separators 
including electronic-magnifying lens and output electronic-magnifying lens examination, 
and so forth., and electrical protection tests including power recurrence voltage test, drive 
voltage test, and so on,. As indicated by these consequences of research and examination, 
the lingering safe activity life of these composite separators might be assessed in this paper. 
Contrasting and 20 years hypothetical working existence of silicone elastic composite 
encasings, these test examples of protectors shew us that their activity life did not surpass 
10 years, that is, the early maturing wonders of these examples was brought about by 
multi-factors, for example, mineral filler, contamination, bright radiation. All the silicone 
elastic composite protectors which were created in the relating time frame ought to be 
supplanted at the earliest opportunity. 

Index terms: Silicon Rubber, Insulator. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During activity, it is unavoidable that the silicone elastic composite separators were 
influenced day and night by air maturing variables, for example, daylight, coagulate dew, 
electrolytic contamination and distinction in temperature, and so on., and electrical maturing 
components, for example, more grounded abnormality of electrical field, lighting flood 
voltage, and electrical curve streak, and so on., just as mechanical maturing elements 
including long haul load, conveyor line moving and wind weight, etc[1]. The sub-atomic 
microstructure of silicone elastic might be broken incompletely in light of the fact that 
polymer maturing being quickened by above elements and the full scale characters of silicone 
elastic, including electrical, mechanical, physical and synthetic characters, go to the awful 
clearly. At last, electrical curve flashover was occurred along the early maturing surface of 
the silicone elastic composite encasing due to more grounded deviation of electrical field[2]–
[8]. 

Generally, electrical field conveyance along the outside of silicone elastic composite 
protector is considerably more not quite the same as porcelain encasing's and the 
dissemination is in respect to measure and state of the separator's skirts, conductance of the 
contamination that followed superficially. Just as the state of equipotential ring that is 
introduced at high potential. Particularly, for protecting structure of rotating one major skirt 
by one little skirt, the rule of electrical circular segment creating and glimmering might be 
considerably more entangled in light of the fact that chaotic wind current framed adjusting 
the huge or potentially little skirts. In this way, how to assess the quality and safe activity life 
of silicone elastic composite separators is our inquiring about point in this paper[9].  
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The examples of composite encasings for testing and inquiring about in this paper were 
browsed 11OkV transmission lines which have a place with Shanghai Electrical Supply Co., 
Ltd.These composite encasings had been worked around 10 years and the early maturing 
wonders was unmistakable[10]–[16]. 

2. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Surface strain of silicone elastic is more not as much as water's because of exceptional 
development of their sub-atomic. Hydrophobicity has the reverse relationship with surface 
pressure, so the outside of silicone elastic ought to have great hydrophobicity. Be that as it 
may, the hydrophobicity may plummet well-ordered in light of the fact that silicone elastic 
was maturing brought about by electrical maturing factors, climatic maturing variables and 
technician maturing factor. That is, the hydrophobicity is relative with maturing condition of 
silicone elastic intently and straightforwardly. So as to assess the quality and activity life of 
silicone elastic composite covers, a few strategies for distinguishing the difference in 
hydrophobicity on-line have been recommended and these strategies have been attempted and 
improved persistently in China[17].  

Then again, a little amount of little atomic may move into the surface from materials since 
silicone elastic vulcanized incompletely. Unvulcanised little silicone molecular transferred 
keeping to Brown's movement and the little silicone molecular transferred into the outside of 
silicone elastic coat of protectors to cover sullying and upgrade hydrophobicity. Be that as it 
may the figure 4,figure 5, figure 6 and figure 7 let us realize that hydrophobicity had been 
bankrupted once silicone elastic maturing at a specific degree[18]–[21].  

At the point when tainting being secured by little silicone molecular, the surface resistivity 
and the flashover voltage are higher. Additionally defilement aggregated and covering the 
surface, the surface resistivity and the flashover voltage are transformed into lower when 
little silicone molecular halting transferred because of maturing. See Table 2.  

By and large, distinction between wet flashover voltage and dry flashover voltage is a little 
since silicone elastic has great hydrophobicity. The flashover character is just relative with 
protection development of encasing. In any case, Table 3 and Table 4 display the thing that 
matters is huge truth be told. It very well may be seen that water extension go through two 
parts of the bargains effectively on the grounds that hydrophobicity had been bankrupted. 
Here the flashover character is relative with surface states and circumstance.  

It is clearly that a mass of filler, for example, Al(OH)3, SiO2, and so on lead technician 
characters of maturing silicone elastic transforming into terrible quickly on the grounds that 
they are hydrophilic materials in spite of the fact that these filler may improve following 
obstruction all the more better. Anyway, defilement aggregated, maturing multi-variables and 
filler are the significant reasons of early maturing of test separators. The agreement of test 
outcomes, eyeballing and hand feeling is that the maturing phenomena of test cover would be 
not typical maturing marvels contrasting and 20 years structure activity life. Every one of the 
protectors which were delivered in the comparing time frame must be supplanted at the 
earliest opportunity. 

3. CONCLUSION 
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The examination results support: 1) many small scale splits are on the outside of maturing 
silicone elastic and low thickness pollution clung to the maturing silicone elastic coat of 
composite separators firmly. 2) Numerous granules had been separated from silicone elastic. 
These granules might be mineral filler or others which were filled into the silicone elastic 
material by specialist during generation. 3) The accord of test outcomes, eyeballing and hand-
feeling is that the maturing marvels of test protector would be not typical maturing wonders 
contrasting and 20 years structure activity life. All the covers which were delivered in the 
comparing time frame must be supplanted as quickly as time permits. 
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